Abstract-The LULU operators for sequences, that is L n , U n and their compositions, are extended to multidimensional arrays in a way which preserves their essential properties, e.g., consistent separation, total variation and shape preservation. The power of the operators is demonstrated by deriving the discrete pulse transform (DPT), which is a hierarchical decomposition of the input array into pulses. Similar to its 1-D counterpart this transform satisfies a basic consistency property.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE LULU operators and the associated discrete pulse transform (DPT) developed during the last three decades or so are an important contribution to the theory of the nonlinear multiresolution analysis of sequences. The basics of the theory as well as the most significant results until 2005 are published in the monograph [29] . For more recent developments and applications see [2] , [8] , [14] , [26] , and [30] .
The LULU operators are morphological filters. However, unlike mainstream mathematical morphology, the emphasis here is on what one may call structure preserving properties, like: consistent separation (e.g., noise from signal), total variation and shape preservation, and consistent hierarchical decomposition, which are discussed in the following.
A. Consistent Separation
The issue of consistency of nonlinear filters is not easy to address in a straightforward manner. In fact, one may note that there is no established approach to this issue, with some authors only providing empirical evidence on the quality of their considered filters. Characterization of the quality of nonlinear filters is discussed at length in [18] . The concept of a smoother introduced there is based upon preserving some linearity, namely, these are operators which are shift, location and scale invariant.
A common requirement for a filter , linear or nonlinear, is its idempotence, i.e.,
. For example, a morphological filter is by definition an increasing and idempotent operator. the identity operator. For nonlinear filters this implication generally does not hold so the idempotence of , also called co-idempotence [39] can be considered as an essential measure of consistency.
The previously mentioned properties are all discussed in [29] where they are considered to collectively constitute what the author calls a consistent separation and are absorbed into the concept of a separator. We will give the definition of a separator for operators on real functions defined on a domain with a group structure. Let be an abelian group, so that commutativity always holds. Denote by the vector lattice of all real functions defined on with respect to the usual point-wise defined addition, scalar multiplication and partial order. Let (co-idempotence).
B. Total Variation and Shape Preservation
The total variation is a seminorm on , that is, it satisfies only three of the four axioms of a norm, namely (1) , (2) and (3) . It does not satisfy the axiom . In the practically significant case of 1-D sequences , which is the one considered by Rohwer and his collaborators, the total variation is a generally accepted measure for the amount of information present. Note that any separation of sequences may only increase the total variation. More precisely, for any operator we have
Hence, it is natural to expect that a good separator should not create new variation, that is we have
1057-7149/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE An operator satisfying property (2) is called total variation preserving [25] . Shape preservation generally refers to the preservation of edges in the input. Total variation preservation is closely linked to the shape preservation properties of the filter. In the case of sequences, the preservation of shape is actually preservation of trend. It is shown in [29] that a fully trend preserving operator on sequences is also total variation preserving.
C. Consistent Hierarchical Decomposition
Similarly to the consistency of separation, characterizing the quality of hierarchical decompositions by nonlinear filters is also problematic. See [38] for an example of a hierarchical decomposition derived via functional minimization. In [17] , a linear hierarchical decomposition via wavelets is investigated. As a side note, the DPT hierarchical decomposition derived here is in fact closely related to that of stack filters.
As mentioned in [26] , a decomposition by linear operators should typically recover the coordinates of any given linear combination of basis vectors, a property not at all applicable to the nonlinear case. A measure of the quality of any hierarchical decompositions is introduced in [26] in the following way:
As mentioned, the LULU theory was developed for sequences, that is, the case . Given a bi-infinite sequence and the basic LULU operators and are defined as follows:
It is shown in [29] that for every the operators and as well as their compositions are increasing separators. Hence, they are an appropriate tool for signal extraction. Furthermore they are fully trend preserving in the sense that both the operator and its complement preserve the monotonicity between consecutive terms in the input sequence. As mentioned this implies that these operators are total variation preserving.
Using the LULU operators, a hierarchical decomposition called DPT of a finite sequence of length is derived in the form (6) with the components of (6) being obtained through
where or and , . In (6), each component is a sum of discrete pulses with pairwise disjoint supports of size . Moreover (9) The DPT for LULU operators is defined in [29] but its properties are particularly discussed in [26] . It is proved in [26] that the DPT satisfies the consistency property (3).
The operators and are built up from rank selectors since they select the minimum and maximum value in the specified window. It is, thus, natural to compare them to the median operator which is also a rank selector since it selects the middle element in the ranked window. It is given by (10) A comprehensive discussion can be found in [24] , [27] , and [29] . In [23] , the total variation of the sequence is shown to decrease with each application of the median operator. This is indicative of its smoothing ability. However the median operator is not idempotent. This is the main disadvantage of the median operator, and calls for recursive application which introduces additional computational complexity, see [36] and [10] for work dedicated to solving this complication. The median operator is a smoother however, that is, it satisfies the first three axioms in Definition 2. Thus, although the median operator also preserves edges and constant regions, and removes impulsive noise effectively [23] its lack of idempotence results in complications whereas the LULU operators do not.
The aim of this paper is to generalize the LULU operators to functions on in such a way that their essential properties, mentioned previously, are preserved. In Section II, the definitions of the basic operators and on are derived by using a strengthened form of the morphological concept of connection. Then we show that indeed these operators replicate the properties of the LULU operators for sequences. Section III deals with their shape preservation properties while in Section IV we discuss the total variation preservation. The developed theory is applied to deriving the DPT for functions on (Section V) which satisfies the consistency property (3). Illustrative examples for the application of the theory are given in Section VI.
II. BASIC OPERATORS

AND
The definition of the operators and for sequences involves maxima and minima over sets of consecutive terms, thus, making essential use of the fact that is totally ordered. Since , , is only partially ordered the concept of "consecutive" does not make sense in this setting. Instead, we use the morphological concept of set connection [34] . The aim of the conditions (11)- (13) is to define a connection which is sufficiently rich in connected sets. This is demonstrated by the following property, which is obtained via iterative application of the property (13): (14) As usual, is the number of the elements in the set . Definition 4: Given a point and we denote by the set of all connected sets of size that contain point , that is In addition to (11)- (13) we assume that the connection is such that (15) A connection satisfying the properties (11)- (13) and (15) we shortly call an Array Connection. We should note that if a connection on is defined via graph connectivity, where all vertices are of finite degree, then properties (13)- (15) hold automatically. In image analysis , the connectivity is a graph connectivity defined via a neighbor relation, e.g., 4-connectivity, 8-connectivity. In this case, all properties (11)- (15) hold. However, in order to have maximum generality in this section, and the next two, we adopt the present axiomatic approach. Let us also mention that LULU operators on a continuous domain are discussed in [2] and [3] . Now the operators and are defined on as follows. Definition 5: Let and . Then for
Let us confirm that Definition 5 generalizes the definition of and for sequences. Suppose and let be the connection on generated by the pairs of consecutive numbers.
Then all connected sets on are sequences of consecutive integers and for any we have
Hence, for an arbitrary sequence considered as a function on the formulas (16) and (17) are reduced to (4) and (5), respectively. The median filter, which has been the standard point of comparison for the LULU operators in one dimension, has been extended into two and more dimensions as well. However, the fact that , , in general, and the more common case of in particular, is only partially ordered, leads to problems as those encountered in the extension of and to multiple dimensions (see the paragraph before Definition 3). The freedom that is allowed in the shape of the window in multiple dimensions, has allowed for various definitions to be adopted by authors. For example, in [11] we have Another alternative is presented in [21] ( 18) where . The formulation in (18) does not specify the window over which the median is taken, that is the index set , though. A possible window is investigated in [13] . Here they use a rectangular window of size (where , are odd integers) and the median operation is the median of the gray levels of the picture elements lying in this window with the window centered at the element . We, thus, propose the following formulation for the median operator in dimensions, which incorporates the requirement that the window should contain every possible connected set in , as is the case in one dimension. Following the approach adopted here for the extension of and , the median operator on can be defined as follows:
where . It is easy to see that this definition, similarly to the ones stated previously, is equivalent to (10) when . Indeed, we have In two dimensions, using 4-connectivity, the neighborhoods for , 2, 3 are given in Fig. 1 . The operators and in Definition 5 as well as their 1-D counterparts (4)- (5) can also be presented in the general setting of Mathematical Morphology. Within this theory is an area opening and is an area closing, where the area of a set refers to the number of points in it. Let us recall that a morphological opening (closing) is a composition of an erosion and a dilation (dilation and erosion) with a specified structuring element. Due to the simple structure of the 1-D and are morphological opening and closing, respectively, where the structuring element is a segment of length . However, the segments are the only connected sets under the considered connectivity on . In this sense, all connected sets have the same shape. One may consider morphological opening and closing as a generalization of the 1-D and to operators on . However, an essential property of and for sequences is that they form a Matheron pair [30] , that is and (19) It is easy to see by examples that for a general structuring element on , , one can find such that (19) is violated by the respective morphological opening and closing. This motivates the proposed definition of and , when , which is independent of shape. One can obtain the proof of (19) from known results on attribute filters of which and are particular cases, [9, Property 4] . More precisely, and are an area opening and area closing, respectively. However, this property is also an easy consequence from the results that follow as well as those in Section III. A short proof will be given in Section III.
It is well known that the area opening (closing) is an algebraic opening (closing). We may recall that a map is called an algebraic opening (closing) if it is increasing, idempotent and anti-extensive (extensive). Then the following holds:
Furthermore, it is easy to see that these operators are monotone with respect to in the following sense: (23) Indeed, it follows from (14) that for every and there exists a set such that . Therefore
Hence
The inequality for in (23) is proved in a similar way. The main consequence of and comprising a Matheron pair, as originally shown by Matheron [19] , is that , , and all their compositions form a four element semigroup with respect to composition. Moreover, this semigroup is fully ordered as follows: (24) The semigroup is also a band which means that all elements are idempotent.
Next we relate and to the concept of a separator given in Definition 2. Indeed, conditions i), ii), and iii) of Definition 2 hold for all openings and closings, [37, Ch. 2] . The idempotence was given in (21) . Thus, only the co-idempotence remains. We can remark that co-idempotence is seldom discussed in the standard literature on Mathematical Morphology. However, and are also min-max operators as defined by Wild [39] . As such, their co-idempotence follows from [39, Corollary 11] . Therefore (25) III. SHAPE PRESERVATION PROPERTIES OF AND Similar to their counterparts for sequences the operators and defined in Section II smooth the input function by removing sharp peaks (the application of ) and deep pits (the application of ). The smoothing effect of these operators is made more precise by using the concepts of a local maximum set and a local minimum set defined in the following. Fig. 2 . The next four theorems deal with different aspects of the application of and to functions in . They are followed by a discussion on their cumulative effect. All theorems contain statements a) and b). Due to the duality we present only the proofs of a). , and so is connected. This is a contradiction on being a connected component of . So . Then using also that is a local maximum set we obtain . Since the set is arbitrary, this inequality implies that .
Implication to the right. Suppose . Let be the greatest (in terms of ) connected set containing with (27) The set is obviously unique and can be constructed as , where is the morphological point connected opening generated by , see [33] or [35] (27) is satisfied on the larger connected set . Then, also using Lemma 7c), we obtain . Hence, is a local maximum set.
Theorem 10: Let . Then a) the size of any local maximum set of the function is larger than ; b) the size of any local minimum set of the function is larger than . Proof: a) Assume the opposite, that is, there exists a local maximum set of such that . By Theorem 9 we have that , Since is idempotent, see (21) , this implies the impossible inequality , which completes the proof. We should remark that in the 1-D setting, the sequences without local maximum sets or local minimum sets of size less than or equal to are exactly the so-called -monotone sequences [29] . Hence, Corollary 13 generalizes the respective results in the LULU theory of sequences, [29, Th. 3.3] .
As mentioned earlier, using Theorem 9 to Theorem 12, it is easy to show that and are a Matheron pair, that is, they satisfy (19) . Indeed, if we assume that first identity in (19) is violated, in view of the inequality we obtain that there exists and such that
It follows from Theorem 9 that there exists and such that is a local maximum set for . Then, by Theorem 12, there exists such that is a local maximum set of the function . We have . However, does not have any local maximum sets of size less than or equal to , see Theorem 10. This contradiction shows the first identity in (19) holds. The second one is obtained by the duality.
The preservation of shape presented in Theorem 9 to Theorem 12 in this section can be made more precise by generalising to the concepts of neighbor trend preserving and fully trend preserving introduced in [29, Ch. 6] for sequences.
Definition 15: An operator is neighbor trend preserving if for any points , , such that , and for we have The operator is fully trend preserving if both and are neighbor trend preserving.
In Definition 15, for to be fully trend preserving the requirement on , that is the neighbor trend preserving property, can be equivalently formulated as (29) In the context of sequences the property (29) Proof: We prove the result for . The case for follows by duality. Furthermore, it is easy to obtain that compositions of fully trend preserving operators are fully trend preserving, which proves the rest of the theorem.
Since, the neighbor trend preserving property of follows directly from Theorem 11, we only need to prove the neighbor trend preserving property of or equivalently, the inequality (29 . Then . The proof for local maximum sets is carried out similarly.
IV. TOTAL VARIATION PRESERVATION
In this section, we assume that the connection on is defined via the so-called graph connectivity. More precisely, the points of are considered as vertices of a graph with edges connecting some of them. Equivalently, the connectivity of such a graph can be defined via a relation , where is connected (by an edge) to . The relation reflects what we consider neighbors of a point in the given context. For example, in image analysis , it is common to use 4-connectivity (neighbors left, right, up and down) and 8-connectivity (in addition, the diagonal neighbors are considered). Let be a relation on . We call a set connected, with respect to the graph connectivity defined by , if for any two points , there exists a set of points such that each point is neighbor to the next one, is neighbor to and is neighbor to . Here we assume that:
• is reflexive, symmetric, shift invariant; • , for all and , where is defined by if if These two assumptions shown previously ensure that the set of connected sets defined through this relation is a connection in terms of Definition 3 and satisfies the conditions (11)- (13) . The second assumption is essential to the definition of total variation as will be seen in the sequel.
Since the information in an image is in the contrast, the total variation of the luminosity function is an important measure of the quantity of this information. Image recovery and noise removal via total variation minimization are discussed in [6] and [31] . It should be noted that there are several definitions of total variation for functions of multidimensional argument (Arzelá variation, Vitali variation, Pierpont variation, Hardy variation, etc., see [1] , [7] , [20] ). In the applications cited previously, the total variation is the norm of a vector norm of the gradient of the function. Here we consider a discrete analogue of this concept. Namely, the Total Variation of if given by (31) If then is said to be of bounded variation. Table I gives the total variation of a few sample images seen in Fig. 3 . Notice that the pure noise image has the highest total variation and as the images contain more homogenous areas their total variation reduces.
As mentioned in the introduction, the LULU operators for sequences are total variation preserving. We show that their -dimensional counterparts considered here have the same property with respect to the total variation as given in (31) .
Let us denote by the set of all functions of bounded variation in . Clearly, all functions of finite support are in . For example, the luminosity functions of images are in . Note that when (31) gives the total variation of sequences as discussed in [29, Ch. 6] . Similar to sequences the total variation in (31) is a seminorm so that (1) holds. An Theorem 18: If an operator is fully trend preserving then it is also total variation preserving.
Proof: For , such that , we have
If then since is neighbor trend preserving. Then since is difference reducing, see (29) . Thus, (32) holds as an equality. Hence
As an easy consequence of Theorems 16 and 18 we have Theorem 19: The operators , , , and all their compositions, are total variation preserving.
Note that if an operator is total variation preserving then the complementary operator is also total variation preserving by (2) . Similarly to the case for compositions of fully trend preserving operators, it is easy to show that compositions of operators which individually preserve the total variation maintain the preservation as well.
V. DPT OF IMAGES
The DPT based upon the LULU operators for sequences was derived in [26] , [29] , and [30] . Using the extension of the LULU operators to functions on in the preceding sections we derive the DPT for functions in now. Following the success of the DPT for sequences in signal processing one may expect that the DPT on can play an important role in the analysis of these functions. Some illustrative applications in the case , that is image analysis, are given in the Section VI.
Similar to the case of sequences we obtain a decomposition of a function , with finite support. As usual . Let . Following (6)- (8) we derive the DPT of by applying iteratively the operators , with increasing from 1 to as follows: (33) where the components of (33) are obtained through
and or and , . We will show that this decomposition retains the properties of the decomposition (6) in the sense that each component in (33) is a sum of discrete pulses with pairwise disjoint supports of size , where in this setting a discrete pulse is defined as follows.
Definition 20: A function is called apulse if there exists a connected set and a nonzero real number such that if if .
The set is the support of the pulse , that is . The concept of a pulse as defined in Definition 20 is similar to the idea of a flat zone from mathematical morphology. It should be remarked that the support of a pulse may generally have any shape, the only restriction being that it is connected. Note that the smoothing process ultimately results in the last component being a constant image, that is, one pulse the size of the entire image. The remaining image is . It follows from (34)-(35) that: (36) The usefulness of the representation (36) of a function is in the fact that all terms are sums of pulses as stated in the sequel. We use the next technical lemma proved in [4] .
Lemma 21: Let , , be such that does not have local minimum sets or local maximum sets of size smaller than , for some . Then we have the following two results: a)
where , are local minimum sets of of size , , are local maximum sets of of size , and are negative and positive discrete pulses, respectively, and we also have that (38) (39) (34)- (35) Proof: According to (35) , is obtained by applying to the function which, by Corollary 13, does not have local maximum or minimum sets of size less than . Thus, by Lemma 21a) we have that is a sum of pairwise disjoint discrete pulses as given in (37) . More precisely where . Property (42) follows from (38)-(40).
Let . It follows from the construction of (41) derived above that the functions and , , are constants on the set . Furthermore, the set is a local maximum set of or a local minimum set of . From the definition of local maximum set and local minimum set, it follows that . Using Theorem 22, the identity (36) can be written as (44) The equality (44) is a discrete pulse decomposition of , where the pulses have the properties (42)-(43). Although the importance of total variation preservation for separators cannot be doubted, it is even more so for hierarchical decompositions like the DPT, due to the fact that they involve iterative applications of separators. Using Theorem 19 it is easy to obtain the statement of the following theorem, which shows that, irrespective of the length of the vector in (33) or the number of terms in the sum (44), no additional total variation, or noise, is created via the decomposition.
Theorem 23: The discrete pulse decomposition (33) is total variation preserving, that is (45) We should remark that representing a function as a sum of pulses can be done in many different ways. However, in general, such decompositions increase the total variation, that is, we might have strict inequality in (45) instead of equality. Based upon Theorem 23 we can construct the total variation distribution of images. More precisely, this is the distribution of the total variation of an image among the different layers of the DPT. That is, essentially the plot of versus . In Fig. 4 , we present the total variation distributions of some of the images in Fig. 3 , where one can observe how the total variation of each image as given in Table I is distributed over the pulse size. A log scale is used on the vertical axis and the pulse size values are grouped as on a histogram. The different character of the images naturally manifests through different kinds of total variation distributions.
As discussed in the introduction, the quality of a nonlinear hierarchical decomposition, such as the DPT given in (33), can be characterized through the concept of consistent decomposition (also called strong consistency [26] ) given in (3). Whether or not the multidimensional DPT in (33) is strongly consistent is still an open problem. In the 1-D case, it is stated in [15] to have been proven and the proof is presented at a later stage in [26] . However, the next theorem shows that the DPT in (33) satisfies a weaker kind of consistency, referred to in [26] as basic consistency, involving only the sums of the output layers. VI. SOME APPLICATIONS TO IMAGE ANALYSIS It is generally accepted that an image is perceived through the contrast, that is, the difference in the luminosity of neighbor pixels. The DPT (33) extracts all such differences as single pulses. Hence, (33) can be a useful tool in the analysis of images.
Random noise has very distinctive discrete pulse decomposition characterized by fast decrease of the number of pulses with the increase of the pulse size. The total variation of the pulses in decomposition (33) versus their size for a image of random noise [in Fig. 3(h) ] is plotted in Fig. 4(a) . It is apparent that random noise seldom generates pulses of large size. In fact, 90% of the total variation represented on Fig. 4(a) arises from pulses of size less than or equal to 76, only about 8% of the total variation arises from pulses with size greater than 100 and only about 5% of the total variation arises from pulses with size greater than 200. Hence, by removing the pulses of small support we remove a large portion of the impulsive noise.
Possibly the simplest application of the discrete pulse decomposition (33) is via partial reconstructions of images. This can be used for example in removing noise or extracting features of interest. See [12] for additional examples. Fig. 4(b) gives total variation distribution of the image in Fig. 3(a) . A large portion of the pulses have small support but, unlike Fig. 4(a) , we have also significant proportion of the total variation arising from pulses with relatively larger support. Partial reconstruction of the image by using pulses of selected sizes is given on Fig. 5 . We can consider (a) as removal of impulsive noise and the defects on each of the potatoes, (b) as the removal of the background surface illumination and detection of the individual potatoes, (c) as the extracted illumination and (d) as extraction of large features.
Every feature on an image is represented without distortion by a set of pulses in the DPT. This can be used to carry out many of the usual tasks in image processing like segmentation, detection, identification. In the general setting of DPT, the issue of detection or identification of objects means identifying pulses uniquely associated these objects. Hence, a good detection algorithm will necessarily employ a good criterion for selecting pulses in the DPT of the image. Some applications of are presented in [5] . For example, due to the largely homogeneous background the three targets in Fig. 3(d) can be easily detected by selecting pulses of a particular size. By varying the pulse sizes on a sliding scale from 4500 to 5300 pixels at the top to 9000 to 12000 in the bottom, three nested sets of pulses associated with the targets are selected. The pulses with largest support in each set are indicated in Fig. 6(a) .
As a further example, one may detect the defects on the potatoes in Fig. 3(a) (possibly for automatic grading) as small pulses of sufficiently large value (relative luminosity) appearing within the pulses representing the potatoes, see Fig. 6(b) .
Such a simple approach does not always work. For example the image in Fig. 7(a) has no pulses of a particular size associated only with the tank. In this sense, the tank can be considered to be well camouflaged. However, as it often happens, straight lines and rectangular shapes are associated with manmade objects. In Fig. 7(b) , we indicate the pulses of size 8001 to 43000 with rectangularity larger than 0.5. This selection criterion yields only pulses associated with the tank and that can be considered to be specific for its "DPT signature." Here we use rectangularity, which is a measure of approximation of the support of the pulse by a rectangle and is measured as the ratio between the size of the support and the size of its minimum bounding rectangle.
As already indicated in Fig. 5 (c) and (d), large pulses are a result of global features like illumination. In Fig. 8(b) , large pulses represent the layers of the sea and the horizon from the image in Fig. 8(a) . The horizon has also been highlighted. Due to the angle of the camera the glint on the ocean surface becomes more homogenous out towards the horizon and we are able to pick out three different glint layers, as well as the horizon, separately. It is well known that detection on a sea surface is a difficult problem due to glint on the ocean's surface producing "noise" of various shapes, sizes and luminosities. The pulses associated with the boats in Fig. 8(c) have lower total variation on their support, thus, restricting the total variation we obtain Fig. 7(d) . Here, we see the boat without the glint.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we derived an extension of Carl Rohwer's LULU theory for sequences to higher dimensions, namely to functions on multidimensional arrays. We proved that the essential properties of the LULU operators (e.g., separator, shape preservation, and total variation preservation) are replicated in the considered multidimensional setting. Hence, we can construct a DPT, where the pulses are functions which are constant on a connected set and zero elsewhere. The quality of a hierarchical decomposition, of which the DPT is a particular case, can be characterized in terms of their consistency. We prove that the DPT satisfies the basic consistency, while its strong consistency remains an open problem. Some motivation for this theory and its further development is provided through applications to problems in image analysis. These applications, although mainly for illustrative purposes, nevertheless indicate a wide range of problems that one might be able to address using DPT. Future work will focus on both extending the theory and strengthening its applications. There are many image processing ideas that have sprung up during this research which will be further investigated in the near future. These include a scale space theory derived via the DPT, granulometries, image compression, pattern recognition and image segmentation, amongst others. The applicability of the extension for images, and more complex domains e.g., video, is also now open for investigation.
